Dear Citizens Redistricting Commission,
Our congressional district combines the coastal communities of South Orange County with those of North San Diego County. This combination has worked well for us; and, we want it to remain the same. We have shared interests. We share the challenges of coastal erosion and the dismantling of SONGS. We border Camp Pendleton. As beach communities we need to address the concerns of businesses catering to tourism, as well as seeing more than our fair share of homeless persons. We also share the problems of bluff erosion along the freeway and train line along the coast. We share gas and power service companies. We are different (in Orange County) from those areas in San Diego in that we are more conservative. And, having those more liberal areas in our district gives a good balance, better than if we were lumped in with, say, Laguna Niguel and Newport Beach. Please allow our district to remain intact! Thank you for your efforts!
Kim Anderson